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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore the problem of collecting malicious smartphone advertisements. Most smartphone app contains advertisements and also suffers from vulnerable advertisement libraries. Malicious advertisements exploit the ad library vulnerability and attack victim smartphones. Similar to the traditional honeypots, we need an effective way to capture malicious ads. In this paper, we provide our approach named AdHoneyDroid. We build a crawler to gather apps on the android marketplaces and manually collect ad libraries and their vulnerabilities. Then AdHoneyDroid executes the apps and detects malicious advertisements. In our approach, we adopt the idea of API sandbox and TaintDroid to detect the attack event. We store the malicious advertisements in a database for future analysis. Malicious ads can help security analysts have a better understanding of current mobile attacks and also disclose the attack payloads.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Invasive software
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most smartphone apps contain advertisements [1]. Malicious advertisements are threatening more and more smartphones. Millions of Android devices are suffering from vulnerabilities such as the JS-Binding-Over-HTTP Vulnerability [2, 3]. To understand such vulnerabilities and attack events, we need an effective way to detect malicious advertisement attacks and collect these malicious ads.

Why advertisement library vulnerability has so much impact on mobile security? First, almost each mobile app contains at least one advertisement library and every smartphone runs apps from time to time. The vulnerability of advertisement library can directly put user’s privacy in a dangerous place. Second, most advertisement library provides direct Javascript to JAVA interfaces to the developer. Thus the vulnerability can be directly used to invoke sensitive system functions and grant attacker a higher privilege to control the victim smartphone. Third, a large amount of smartphone users seldom update their devices’ operating system. Thus the attacker can control the pwned phones for a long period of time. So the vulnerability of ad library is a critical threat to the mobile users.

In this paper we assume that the ad libraries do not contain Javascript codes and all the javascript codes executed in the ad libraries come from incoming advertisements. The attacker attacks victim smartphone by injecting malicious javascripts into the advertisements to trigger the vulnerability of advertisement libraries.

Assumption and Adversary Model.

In this paper we provide a prototype named AdHoneyDroid. AdHoneyDroid identifies incoming attacks by using the manually generated known vulnerability signature, automatically generated app API blacklists, and privacy leakage detection by using TaintDroid.

To achieve these goals, we design and build a prototype named AdHoneyDroid. AdHoneyDroid detects malicious ads attacks by using TaintDroid [4] and API sandboxing. We manually analyze disclosed ads library vulnerabilities and generate the vulnerability signature on the API function level. For each app, AdHoneyDroid automatically decompile the apk file and generate ADs url whitelist and function call blacklist. AdHoneyDroid identifies incoming attacks by using the manually generated known vulnerability signature, automatically generated app API blacklists, and privacy leakage detection by using TaintDroid.
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Crawling.

We build a simple crawler to automatically collect android app apk files from Google Play [5] market. Due to the complexity of aggregator, we only consider the apps which only contain one single ad library. So we manually collected...
these simple ad libraries. AdHoneyDroid decompresses the apk file and filters out the apps which contain ad aggregator or more than one ad libraries. So after the crawling and filtering step, AdHoneyDroid keeps a set of apps which only contains one specific ad lib.

**Preprocessing.**

In the preprocessing step, AdHoneyDroid decompiles the collected apps and generate a whitelist and a blacklist. The whitelist contains non-malicious ad URLs and the blacklist contains potential paths from JS interfaces to sensitive API functions.

The whitelist is used to decrease the false positive rate, because every single ad library interacts with certain servers on library initialization. So the whitelist contains all the URLs referred during the startup phase.

The blacklist is used to detect abnormal API invoking. Each entry in the blacklist is a triplet, contains Javascript interface function name, JAVA interface function name, and sensitive API description. According to the developer document [6, 7], a Javascript to JAVA interface is an one to one mapping, identified by using @JavascriptInterface. By decompile the captured apk files, we can collect all the Javascript interfaces. Then AdHoneyDroid generates the call graph of the app and analyze if the collected Javascript interface can invoke sensitive API calls. In this paper, sensitive API calls contains the APIs which should not be used in ad libraries such as SmsManager.sendTextMessage and TelephonyManager.getLine1Number. These functions relate to users privacy and should not be invoked by any ad libraries. So the entry triplet <A, B, C> means that Javascript function A directly calls JAVA function B, and finally invokes sensitive API C. AdHoneyDroid generates this kind of blacklist entries as many as possible.

**Running.**

In the running step, AdHoneyDroid executes the collected app in an emulator and monitor all the sensitive API calling. On each sensitive API calling, AdHoneyDroid check the call stack and looks for the JAVA interface and Javascript interface in the blacklist. If a sensitive API call has a call stack which matches a blacklist entry, we believe that an malicious advertisement successfully triggered an attack and invokes sensitive API functions. What’s more, AdHoneyDroid use TaintDroid to monitor privacy leakage attacks. On any sensitive information leakage through sensitive API calling, an attack is also reported.

**Logging.**

In the logging step, AdHoneyDroid uses the whitelist first to eliminate false positives. Then AdHoneyDroid stores the incoming malicious advertisement URL and content together with the triggered blacklist entry into database. This information is very useful for future analysis.

3. RELATED WORKS

As far as we know, there is no similar approach which can collect malicious advertisements. Most of similar works focus on security analysis of advertisement libraries such as [8–12]. Grace et al [8] reveals potential security threats of ad libraries by using static analysis. Stevens et al [9] analyzes the privacy risks in Android ad libraries. AdSplit [10], AdDroid [11] and SanAdBox [12] provide ad library security protection techniques. However, these works do not capture incoming malicious ads.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose the design and implementation of AdHoneyDroid, a malicious ad capturing honeypot system. AdHoneyDroid can automatically collect apps from markets and monitor their execution. By using static analysis, AdHoneyDroid generates blacklists for sensitive API calls. AdHoneyDroid use the blacklist together with Taintdroid to detect malicious advertisement attacks. AdHoneyDroid also generate whitelists to reduce false positive rates. We believe that AdHoneyDroid is a practical system which can be used in industry.
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